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Artist Statement

My current work seeks to examine the architecture of class in Dublin city. I use the term architecture as it is a topic/system that is 
a lot more complicated and expansive than a simple tiered system. From a social aspect, the things that divide us into different classes 
are seemingly small and insignificant details like a different number on the end of your postcode or which side of the Liffey you’re on. 

These small details are used more so to divide and exclude rather than unite. 
Through my work I analyse the treatment of the working class within society and highlighting its importance. Giving it a voice. At 

a time where gentrification is running rampant through the city, so too does the fantasy behind proposed “regeneration” sites. Promises 
of perfect communities are virtually rendered, printed and adorned around the ongoing construction of sites such as Cherrywood and 
Clongriffin. These digital renderings depict idealised communities in an idyllic sunny setting, a clean urban utopia, free from troubles. 

But these utopias are ones that can only exist virtually. They are fictional ideals conceived from a want to erase the problems and 
struggles in real communities. Eradicating a pest.

In my practice I work with a variety of mediums, such as scripting, audio, video, sculpture, and virtual reality. The isolation of 
virtual environments is an element that I use as a tool within my work, which is one of the reasons as to why I tend to favour virtual 

reality as a medium.



The Aos Sí Well Community, 2021, Installation.



The Aos Sí Well Community, 2021, Virtual Rendering of Installation.



The Aos Sí Well Community, 2021, Installation, Crux.project.





Link to Crux.project 

https://cruxproject.net/artists/dianne-murphy


(1) New Message, 2021, Discord Server, Douglas Hyde Gallery, 
Dublin. 

https://discord.gg/Nb8jnWV3W4
https://thedouglashyde.ie/1-new-message-by-dianne-murphy/






Cast, 2019 ,Virtual reality scene, 1:55 min.



Cast, 2019, Virtual Reality Scene , 1:55 min.
Link To Vimeo

https://vimeo.com/379103756




See What You Want, 2020, Video Installation, 3:01 min
 Link To Vimeo

https://vimeo.com/391088236


See What you Want, 2020,
Photogrammetry model, found 
footage, google street view, audio.
3:01 min 
Video Stills.



See What You Want, 2020, Installation Shot, Pallas Project Studios, Dublin.



Home , 2019, Virtual Reality Installation.



Home , 2019, Virtual Reality Scene Shot.



Home , 2019, Virtual Reality Scene Shot.



Home , 2019, Virtual Reality Scene Shot.


